
I will learn:

Further Reading

Greater Depth Challenge

Key Words

This will help in the future: 

I should already know:

Knowledge Organiser Focus:
So it begins….. 

my name
my family members
my Academy name

In our Academy
Academy routines
Values
Expectations 
About my new friends
About my new class
About my Academy 
Stories
What a library is
Different stories 

Make marks and drawings on 
paper and talk about them.

Speaking in sentences

Retelling a story they have 
heard

Be confident in my Academy
Follow Values
Retelling stories 

Word Definition 

academy our school

courage being brave

enthusiasm being excited

respect caring for others

hope wishful

pride being interested in 
your learning

star learners ready for learning

Word Definition 

Once upon a time Start of a story

character who is in the story

fairy tale type of story, made up

library borrow books

book/story read them

gingerbread sweet biscuit

happy ending story ending 

Fairy tales – ‘Cinderella’,
‘Hansel and Gretel’. ‘Enormous
Turnip’



Knowledge Organiser Focus: So it begins….. 

Maths

I can count to 10.

I can name 2D shapes, circle, rectangle, 

triangle and square.

I can write some numbers.

Curious Questions 

Who am I?

What is in my Academy?

Who is in my Academy?

What do I enjoy doing in my 

Academy?

What are the Academy Values?

What happens in stories?

Literacy

I can make marks and 

drawings.

I can look at a book. 

I can talk about a book.

I can find my name.

Phonics

I can hear different noises and say 

what they are.

I can group objects that are the same 

sound.

Physical Development

I can use a pencil. 

Knowledge and Understanding

I can name my family members.

I can talk about what I can do in my 

Academy.

Personal, Social, 

Emotional Development

I can talk about myself.

I can say what I am good 

at.

I can say how I am 

feeling.

Expressive Art and Design

I can draw a portrait.

My portrait has two eyes.
My portrait has a nose.


